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Foreword



Why this workshop?

Papers are the main way to communicate ideas, to your peers.

Traditional publishing process

• Research & science: you

• Manuscript: you

• Typesetting: professional typesetter

• Printing: professional printer

Modern publishing process

• Research & science: you

• Manuscript: you

• Typesetting: you and LATEX

• Printing: variable
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Disclaimer and warnings

Keep in mind that:

• some papers & books are written over months or even years;

• there is always a deadline, do not burn yourself for one;

• rejection is part of the process.

How I write papers, or actually how I attempt to write papers.

Find and refine your own method
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Other readings

“How to write mathematics” — Paul Halmos,
1970
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Paul Halmos said:
«The problem is to communicate an idea. To do so, and to do it clearly, you must have
something to say, and you must have someone to say it to, you must organize what you want
to say, and you must arrange it in the order you want it said in.»



Before writing



Scientific reading

Read papers, practice summarizing them

Review papers
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Improve your English

Actively: make a list of interesting formulations.

Passively: Read non-scientific books!

Personal favorites:

Beginner Intermediate Advanced
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Master your tools

Make your life easier, can focus more on the writing.

Include:

• LATEX;

• text editor;

• automate figures and plots;

• git;

• large screen;

• keyboard and touch-typing.
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Anatomy of a paper



Paper structure and reading order

1 — Title
2 — Abstract

3 — Introduction
4 — Related works

5 — Method
6 — Experimental setting

7 — Results
8 — Discussion
9 — Conclusion

10 — References
11 — Appendix

1 — Title
3 — Introduction
9 — Conclusion
10 — References
* — Tables and figures, backward
4 — Related works
5 — Method
6 — Experimental setting
7 — (Results)
8 — Discussion
9 — Conclusion
2 — Abstract
11 — (Appendix)

Similar structure for benchmark and surveys; though with a different emphasis.
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The infinite ways to read a paper

A scientific paper is rarely read from front to back.

From a few minutes to a few hours.

People also come back at it after months or years.

⇒ Information should be easy to find
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1 — Title

Short and informative.

How researcher notice your paper in a list.
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2 — Abstract

Synthesis of the paper.

Discuss very quickly:

• topic and motivation;

• overall method (without details);

• main results.
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3 — Introduction

What is the field, why is it of interest.

Which sub-problem do you want to tackle?

How the litterature is not sufficient to solve it.

Overview of your contribution: summary and teaser.

A good figure helps understanding and stoke interest
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4 — Related works

Why the existing literature is not sufficient.

Be fair to other researchers works.

Not simply a list: ground-work for your method.

Pseudo-writing:
A did X, and B did Y, but it is not fully applicable to P because of R. Z is the closest work but
limited to tasks T.
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5 — Method

Most important section: How does your method work?

Supported by:

• mathematical notation (if relevant);

• figures (could be Fig 1).

Some details can be left in the Appendix, or the public code.

Pseudo-writing:
We start from ZZ, which is the simplest and closest model. We build A and B on top of it,
because RRR. Our final method is therefore ZZAB.
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6 — Experimental setting

How are you going to evaluate your method?

Dataset, metrics, main hyperparameters, tools and frameworks.

Methods you compare to (if relevant).

Pseudo-writing:
We use D dataset and evaluate with metrics M1 and M2. Code is implemented in F and is
available online. We compare to A because it is relevant.
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7 — Results

Both qualitative and quantitative results (if possible).

Pseudo-writing:
It works, by this much.
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8 — Discussion

What is the consequence of your results?

New findings? New paradigm? Exciting new experiments to perform?

Current limitation? Be honest.

Pseudo-writing:
It works, therefore...

Yet, A, B and C remains.
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9 — Conclusion

Summarize your findings:

• which problem did you solve;

• how did you solve it;

• by how much;

• opening: what remains?
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10 — Bibliography

Done by LATEX.

Make sure journals are up to date.

Avoid duplicates.
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11 — Appendix

Start on a \newpage: not a mandatory part of the paper.

Put the details not needed to understand the paper.
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Short break and first questions



Writing the paper



Writing schedule example

First step: Figure out your best writing time slot.

• Start from paper template
• Write sparsely, just fill ideas there and there
• Placeholder for figures and tables
• Ask for first feedback: focus on the big picture and flow, not the details
• Continue filling sections, without priority: as the inspiration comes
• Start filling results, and see if there is a mismatch with the current writing
• Start refining from beginning to end. Iterate
• Near the deadline, compress the paper: remove redundant parts, make the sentences

more to the point, tweak the figures placement

Refine a method that works for you.
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Language

Write in plain English, use your own vocabulary.

Do not use short ways (“Don’t”, “Isn’t”, ...).

Remember: typographic conventions might be different from your native language.

If possible, ask for proof-reading from a native speaker.
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Iterating: a few tricks to improve it

Ideal writing is spread over weeks, even months.

Some tips to accelerate it:

• Sleep!

• Exercise

• Any social activity bound in time

• Print the paper, draft with a pen

• Use a different pdf viewer/change the zoom settings

• Read it out loud
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Explaining your method (i)

Paul Halmos said:
«The writer must anticipate and avoid the reader’s difficulties. As he writes, he must keep
trying to imagine what in the words being written may tend to mislead the reader, and what
will set him right.»

Do not start with the final model, tell a story.

Be honest: how did you come up with your method?

Why did you do this, and not that?
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Explaining your method (ii)

Paul Halmos said:
«Half of the art of good writing is the art of omission.»

Do not drow the reader with details. Reintroduce what is needed, without copying the full
bibliography

Rule of thumb: how long did it take for you to notice it was required?

A picture is worth a thousand words.
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Explaining your method (iii)

Do not try to sound smart.

The reader should feel smart.

Gently nudge him toward the next idea: make him “guess” it.
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Explaining your method (iv)

Nicolas Boileau-Despréaux said:

« Whatever is well conceived is clearly said,
And the words to say it flow with ease. »

If you struggle to describe your idea, perhaps should go back on the drawing board.

Is your method as simple as it could be? Are you clear on what you are trying to achieve?

Do you have multiple goals and ideas that could be spread in several papers?
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Mathematical notation (i)

Paul Halmos said:
«[One] other thing I would recommend that you do first is to invest an hour or two of thought
in the alphabet ; you will find it saves many headaches later.»

Styles help:

$abcABC123$ abcABC123
$\mathbf{abcABC123}$ abcABC123
$\mathsf{abcABC123}$ abcABC123
$\mathfrak{abcABC123}$ abcABC123

$\mathcal{ABC}$ ABC
$\mathbb{ABC}$ ABC
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Mathematical notation (ii)

Font styles can carry semantics.
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Public code/data

Make it public if you can.

Can reference it in the manuscript, complement it.

https://zenodo.org/ good option for archival and citation.
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Asking for feedback

Ask regularly for feedback, from outsider.

What kind of feedback you need:

• overall sections structure;

• flow of ideas;

• formulation of the method;

• English and grammar;

• a specific Section?

Learn to accept criticism.

Build your network of proof-readers.
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Giving feedback

Mention the good.

Be constructive: suggest improvements.

Mention if something is difficult to understand.
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Writing helpers

Table of contents (with deep sectioning).

Show frame, helps to deal with figures placement.
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Miscellaneous

Indent your code.

Commit often, keep your .tex clean.

Do not modify a sentence, rewrite it from scratch.
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After writing



Clean-up, archival

Clean-up your code, remove comments, fix indentation.

Archive the:

• latex code;

• results and training artifacts.
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Get ready...

Rebuttal or revision are coming:

• new metrics to compute;

• new experiments to run;

• merging results from different runs.
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Summary and questions



Carl Friedrich Gauss said:
«I write slowly. This is chiefly because I am never satisfied until I have said as much as possible
in a few words, and writing briefly takes far more time than writing at length.»



Summary

Main ingredient is time

Find a way to make writing fun, for you

Start early...

... and iterate

and again.
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